Programmes for September, 2014
September 1 - 26
Hungarian Language Registration at HICC

STUDYING HUNGARIAN LANGUAGE
Registration for the course
Those who are interested in learning Hungarian language, spoken only
by 15 million people in the world, can register at HICC. Application
forms are available at the reception from 1st September on weekdays
from 10 am to 4 pm.
The course is free of charge both for beginners and intermediate
classes.

September 1 - 5
Inauguration on Monday, September 1 at 6 pm
Group Exhibition at HICC

COLOURS OF NATURE
Curated by Seema Kashyap
The exhibition organized by Artists Color Group showcases paintings, sculptures and prints by
15 contemporary and professional Indian artists from various parts of the country, including
Seema Kashyap, Harpal Singh, Rozy Goyal, Saru Sharma, Sahil Jain, Sangeeta Singh,
Nirupama Singh, Manoj Pathak, and others. This time works on nature and its colors will be
displayed.
(On view from 10 am – 4 pm)

September 4 - 5
Inauguration on Thursday, September 4 at 10:30 am
Symposium at Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts (IGNCA), New Delhi

SEVENTH INTERNATIONAL ALEXANDER CSOMA DE KŐRÖS SYMPOSIUM
On Buddhist Transcreations in Tibetan Literature and Art
The Hungarian Information and Cultural Centre in collaboration with the Indira Gandhi National
Centre for the Arts (IGNCA) is organizing a two-day symposium that focuses on the great
Hungarian Scholar Alexander Csoma de Kőrös, presenting Buddhist Transcreations in Tibetan
Literature and Art. Dr. Géza Bethlenfalvy, Dr. Margit Köves, Dr. József Gazda as well as Dr.
János Terényi, Ambassador of Hungary will be the Hungarian participants, apart from
renowned International scholars, at the symposium.
(Entry only by prior registration with IGNCA)

September 09-19
Inauguration on Tuesday, September 9 at 5 pm
Group Exhibition at HICC

RANG SANGAM - Amalgamation of Colors
Presented by Mr. Ranjeet Singh
An Indo-Hungarian Art show that aims to develop an artistic bond between India and Hungary.
The show is designed jointly by Incredible Art India, Fact India, and Hungarian Information and
Cultural Centre. This collaborative show features Indian and Hungarian artists having a unique
combination of art-works and pieces from both the countries on one platform. This will give a
reflection on the cultural and philosophical similarities and diversities between the two countries.
There will also be a Band performance on the weekend, specially brought in by the curator.
(On view from 10 am – 6 pm)

September 11, Thursday at 6 pm
Poetry Evening at Lecture Room II, India International Centre, New Delhi

MUSINGS N MELODIES
Poetry Evening with Musical Interludes
The Hungarian Information and Cultural Centre in cooperation with India International Centre,
Universal Poetry and Poetry Across Cultures is jointly organizing a poetry evening with musical
interludes. It will be presented as a common platform for the exchange and awareness of crosscultural poetic and music genres. The main themes of the evening will be Nationalism,
Naturescape and Colours of Love. The highlighting feature will be the staging of Hungarian and
Indian poetry interspersed with the delightful music. Hungarian and Indian poems will be read
out in Hungarian, Hindi, and English.

September 15- October 2
Hungarian Film Screenings

FILM SESSIONS OUTSIDE DELHI
A package of contemporary Hungarian films will be screened during the session

September 15-20
September 25- October 2

Federation of Film Societies of India,
Eastern Region
Mysore Film Society

September 18, Thursday, 6 pm
Fábri Film Club at HICC

Kolkata
Dasara Film Festival,
Mysore

AGLAYA (Aglaja)
Directed by Krisztina Deák (2012), colour, 116 min
The story is about the members of a refugee family of circus artists, their enforced
interdependence, their eventual break-up and the joy and curse of belonging together - all seen
from the viewpoint of the young girl Aglaya. The story is about the escape of the HungarianRomanian family of the circus artists from the Ceausescu dictatorship in Romania to the West in
the early 1980s and trying to figure out the exotic ways for survival. The daughter, however
contradictory to the practice, later finds herself trapped in the similar critical position and just like
her mother, becomes "The Woman with the Hair of Steel".

September 23 - October 17
Inauguration on Tuesday, September 23 at 6 pm
Painting Exhibition by Jenő Balogh at HICC

PLANETARY CONSCIOUSNESS
Oil paintings by Jenő Balogh
“My paintings depict a world without people, warning that this is going to happen if we continue
this way of exploitation to the Earth. I mostly paint with blue colour that is the colour of Planet
Earth and also the colour of Soul. However, I also use red that is the colour of Mars, a lifeless
planet. For me painting is a token of energy, coming from my soul.”
quotes Balogh
Jenő Balogh’s ideology and efforts try to bring-out the real aspects of humanity through his
works. Mother Teresa, the woman of love as addressed by Balogh, is the inspiration behind his
works. With the aim to introduce Peace and reflect on Love around the World, we present this
remarkable artist, whose purpose is to raise awareness for Mother Teresa’s legacy and to
establish World Charity Day.
(On view from 10 am – 4 pm, weekdays only)

September 25, Thursday, 9.30 am - 12 pm
Children’s Programme at HICC

OPEN DAY FOR SCHOOLS
Introduction on Hungary
This exclusive programme for school children introduces Hungary in terms of its history,
geography, people, art, and culture. A documentary film on Hungary gives a brief snapshot of
the country’s landscapes and a firsthand experience on its rich and vibrant culture. The students
will also get a chance to view the ongoing exhibition at the gallery of the Centre.
(By invitation only)

September 29, Monday, 6 pm
Language Course at HICC

HUNGARIAN LANGUAGE COURSE
Orientation class for beginners

A Unique Language, spoken only by 15 million people.
The evening presents an orientation session for the new beginners’ batch followed by the
distribution of certificates to the students of the previous academic session, who have
successfully completed their course.
This language course is specially designed according to the needs of the learners and will be
FREE OF CHARGE.

